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DC Frequently Asked Questions 

INTENT TO APPLY 

• Should we apply for the Driving Change Initiative or the Inclusive Excellence 3 Initiative or both?
o The two initiatives, Inclusive Excellence and Driving Change, are distinct from each other with each

initiative having specific goals and expectations. An eligible university may submit both a Letter of Intent
for the Driving Change Initiative and a Pre-proposal for the Inclusive Excellence 3 Initiative. Please
carefully assess the focus of each initiative and determine how one or both initiatives would potentially
best serve the needs and goals of your institution. While there are similarities between the two
initiatives, the demands of the anticipated investments of your institution, particularly with respect to
time and resource, differ. In addition, developing thoughtful and comprehensive submissions for each
competition is likely to be a significant effort.

• Is each eligible institution limited to one letter of intent for the Driving Change initiative?
o An eligible university can submit one single Letter of Intent that responds to the prompts listed in the

Instructions. The letter should be signed by 3 persons—the president or chancellor, the provost, and the
person designated to be program director of the grant.

• Can two or more institutions submit one proposal jointly? 
o The Driving Change initiative is intended as a comprehensive institutional grant with the primary goal

that each applicant performs a self-study and designs its activities and programs to address the needs
unique to that institution. Per the program announcement, one element of the initiative is development
of the Driving Change learning community, which may serve as an avenue through which lessons
learned from grantee institutions could be shared more broadly.

• Our institution is currently conducting a search for a new president. Would HHMI accept a letter of intent that is
signed by the acting president?

o Yes.

ELIGIBILITY 

• Who is eligible to apply for the Driving Change initiative?
o The Driving Change competition is open to not-for-profit, accredited doctoral-granting universities

designated as “very high research activity” (R1) and “high research activity” (R2) institutions in the 
2018 Carnegie Classification that offer four-year baccalaureate degrees in one or more of the STEM 
disciplines. 

• Who should we designate as our Program Director in the Letter of Intent?
o The Program Director (PD) is responsible for submitting your potential full proposal. The PD should be

significantly involved in the institutional self-study, knowledgeable in models of system change in STEM,
and committed to learning about the UMBC MYSP. Should your institution receive a DC grant, the PD
will be expected to:

§ take ownership, responsibility, and leadership in developing and implementing the DC program
in collaboration with the core leadership team

http://carnegieclassifications.iu.edu/
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§ have appropriate experience in research, education, and grant administration
§ hold a full-time position that demonstrates institutional commitment to the PD’s role within the

institution
§ formally contribute to the vision, policy-making decisions, continuous learning, and

implementation of strategies to improve the institution’s work to support student learning
§ serve as the principal contact and the liaison between the institution and HHMI throughout the

five-year grant period.

• We are contemplating a strategy that would include co-Program Directors. Would HHMI approve such an
approach?

o HHMI designates only one individual as the “Program Director” responsible for an HHMI science
education grant. However, it is permissible for an HHMI grantee institution to refer to co-leaders or core
team members of the grant as “co-Program Directors”.

SCOPE  

• What disciplines do you consider as STEM?
o STEM includes disciplines in the life sciences, physical sciences, engineering, mathematics, computer 

science, and the health sciences. Given the very high (R1) and high (R2) research priorities of eligible 
institutions, each applicant should determine the involvement of the faculty, departments, offices, and 
programs in the proposed activities toward driving institutional change. Informed by the findings from 
your institutional self-study, the focus and scope of each proposed DC program should be based upon 
each institution’s understanding of its environment and the areas most critically in need of transforming 
to better support those students who are being left behind or leaving the sciences.

• Element one focuses on the applicant institution creating its own version of Meyerhoff Scholars Program. Is the 
goal to replicate or adapt all aspects of the Meyerhoff Scholars Program?

o As reflected in the Driving Change Program Announcement, we are most interested in the
program outcomes that have been achieved by Meyerhoff Scholars Program. We encourage you and 
your team to think about designing a comprehensive institutional program that achieves similar 
outcomes to the Meyerhoff Scholars Program at your institution.

• What groups are considered historically excluded in STEM?
o The DC initiative focuses on students belonging to groups historically excluded from science, including 

racial, ethnic, and other underrepresented groups in the sciences, including persons with disabilities. It is 
recognized that underrepresentation can vary from setting to setting. Applicant institutions may include 
individuals from racial or ethnic groups, or individuals who come from a social, cultural, or educational 
environment that have been and are historically marginalized or underrepresented at the post-
secondary educational level and specifically supported by the proposing institution’s policies and 
resources.

TIMELINE & PROCESS 

• What is the timeline of the Driving Change Initiative?
o October 2019:  Letter of Intent guidelines available
o February 7, 2020:  Letters of Intent due

https://www.heri.ucla.edu/PDFs/surveyAdmin/fac/Listing-of-STEM-Disciplines.pdf
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o March 2020:  Invitations for finalist proposals 
o April 15-17, 2020:  Finalist workshop 
o January 29, 2021:  Finalist proposals due 
o Fall 2021:  Awards 

 
 

• What is the grant period for the Driving Change initiative and how much are awards? 
o The grant period for each award will be 5 years and each grant will provide up to $500,000 per year.  

 
 

• How many schools will be selected for award? 
o We expect to award up to six grants. 

 
 

• How will schools be selected for award? 
o HHMI will assess the level of institutional commitment communicated through the Letter of Intent. 

Invited institutions submitting full proposals will be evaluated on their readiness to engage in genuine 
culture change with respect to diversity and inclusion. The four main sections of the proposal are: 

§ Findings from the institutional self-study 
§ Proposed Activities 
§ Assessment 
§ Marshalling resource and plans for sustainability 

 
 

• What type of data should be included in the self-study? 
o Your institutional self-study should include data that informs and shapes your own strategy and designs 

for your activities and work in diversity and inclusion. We anticipate the outcomes each institution 
shares in the full proposal may be similar in the general categories and also distinct in order to address 
cultural changes needed to advance diversity and inclusion at each individual school. 

 
 
FUTURE ACTIVITIES 

 
• Does HHMI plan to offer this grant opportunity again in the future? 

o At this time HHMI has no plans to offer this grant opportunity again in the future. 
 
 

• Will you be holding informational webinars on the Driving Change Initiative?  
o Our team will discuss and follow up with more information soon. 

 
 
 

 
 




